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Abstract—The growing maturity of orchestration languages is
contributing to the elaboration of cloud composite services, whose
resources may be deployed over different distributed infrastruc-
tures. These composite services are subject to changes over time,
that are typically required to support cloud properties, such as
scalability and rapid elasticity. In particular, the migration of
their elementary resources may be triggered by performance
constraints. However, changes induced by this migration may
introduce vulnerabilities that may compromise the resources,
or even the whole cloud service. In that context, we propose
an automated SMT1-based security framework for supporting
the migration of resources in cloud composite services, and
preventing the occurrence of new configuration vulnerabilities.
We formalize the underlying security automation based on SMT
solving, in order to assess the migrated resources and select
adequate counter-measures, considering both endogenous and
exogenous security mechanisms. We then evaluate its benefits and
limits through large series of experiments based on a proof-of-
concept prototype implemented over the CVC4 commonly-used
open-source solver. These experiments show a minimal overhead
with regular operating systems deployed in cloud environments.

Index Terms—Cloud Security, Resource Migration, Security
Automation, Composite Services, Vulnerability Management

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud infrastructures enable the building of elaborated
services through the composition and configuration of mul-
tiple computing resources, such as virtual machines, network
devices, and software components. These elementary resources
may typically be deployed across different infrastructures
supported by one or several cloud provider(s), and are sub-
ject to changes over time [1]. This dynamics increases the
complexity of management tasks and may lead to potential
vulnerabilities that may compromise the resources, or even
the whole cloud composite service. In particular, the cold and
hot migrations of cloud resources are currently facilitated by
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recent advances on virtualization techniques [2], allowing to
transfer the resource(s) of a cloud composite service from a
given provider (or a given infrastructure) to another provider
(or infrastructure) [3]. This process is often motivated by
performance and cost objectives with regard to the cloud
properties, such as high scalability, rapid elasticity, resource
pooling and on-demand self-service [4]. However, it may
directly impact the protection of cloud services and increase
their exposure to security attacks. Indeed, the different changes
that affect the migrated resources and their dependencies may
involuntarily generate vulnerabilities that are then exploitable
by malicious users to potentially cause important damages,
including loss, disclosure, and even tampering of data [5].

We propose in this paper an automated SMT-based secu-
rity framework for supporting migrations in cloud composite
services, such as those orchestrated with the Topology and Or-
chestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [6].
We have already argued in favor of such security automation
by showing how it contributes and fits with risk management
in [7]. Our objective here is to exploit SMT solving for
automatically assessing the configuration changes that affect
the resources of cloud services during their migration and
determining adequate counter-measures. After overviewing the
considered strategy and the underlying challenges, we will
describe the proposed SMT-based security framework, its
main components and their interactions for enabling security
automation based on verification techniques. It relies on three
main phases. The first phase establishes a projection of the
resource configuration induced by the migration, considering
the changes that affect the migrated resource and its context.
It then assesses this configuration by exploiting the knowl-
edge provided by vulnerability descriptions. A vulnerability
description can be seen as a logical combination of tests to
be performed on a given configuration, each test associating
a configuration parameter to an expected state. The third
phase consists in determining potential counter-measures to
be executed on the resource itself, or to be activated in



its environment to prevent the observed vulnerabilities, and
maintain the protection of the whole cloud composite service.

The main contributions of this paper include: (1) the design
of a security framework for supporting the resource migration
in cloud composite services, considering different security
knowledge sources, (2) the SMT-based formalization support-
ing the assessment of migrated resources and the selection of
counter-measures addressing identified vulnerabilities, (3) the
development of a proof-of-concept prototype using the CVC4
solver as a back-end service, and (4) the performance evalua-
tion of our solution based on extensive experiments.

The remainder of this paper is therefore organized as
follows. First, Section II gives an overview of existing work
in the area of cloud security automation. Section III then
describes the considered security framework and illustrates its
operation through a concrete example. Section IV formalizes
the underlying security automation based on SMT solving.
Section V details the proof-of-concept prototype implemented
on top of the CVC4 open-source solver, and the performance
evaluation based on extensive series of experiments. Finally,
Section VI provides the conclusion and points out future
research perspectives.

II. RELATED WORK

Automating the protection of cloud services and their re-
sources is a major challenge, already investigated in the lit-
erature through several security approaches. This challenge is
increased by the growing complexity, distribution and dynam-
ics of cloud composite services. These services are leveraged
by dedicated orchestration languages, such as the OpenStack
Heat Orchestration Template (HOT) [8], the OASIS TOSCA
[6], and the AWS CloudFormation language [9]. OASIS

TOSCA constitutes an open-source orchestration language, in
comparison to proprietary solutions such as AWS CloudFor-
mation, and is characterized by a more advanced expressivity
than OpenStack HOT, in order to build and operate flexible
and interoperable applications. While orchestration languages
facilitate their management, these cloud composite services
are facing a high exposure to attacks, in particular during the
migration of their resources [10].

Existing solutions to protect cloud resources include en-
dogenous security mechanisms that directly impact the re-
sources, such as generating specific cloud images with a
low attack surface, modifying the internal parametrization to
prevent vulnerable configurations, and exploiting certification
techniques for guaranteeing the resource behaviours. For in-
stance, the authors of [11] propose to extend an orchestration
language to drive the generation of protected unikernel images,
corresponding to lightweight virtual machines composed of
only the strict necessary packages and libraries. In this case,
any configuration changes require the re-generation of new
virtual machines. Safe configuration methods, such as devel-
oped in [12], consist in analyzing and modifying the current
configuration of a given resource to maintain it in a state
compliant with the security policy, based on best practices
or vulnerability descriptions. This enables the identification

of potential unsafe configuration states, and select corrective
operations, if available, to modify the configuration of the con-
cerned cloud resources before their migration. Furthermore,
certification solutions, such as [13], [14], enable the elabora-
tion of a trusted ecosystem for cloud resources. They consist
in exploiting certificates guaranteeing the resource behaviours.
These approaches are initiated with the certification of cloud
resources in a controlled environment. After the deployment
of cloud services, the resources are continuously tested in
order to control their behaviours and maintain the validity
of certificates. These security mechanisms are restricted by
the operations that are allowed on the considered resources,
such as the availability of security patches to be applied. This
may considerably reduce the possible counter-measures with
respect to a given resource.

Complementarily, exogenous security mechanisms consist
in protecting the cloud resources by exploiting external secu-
rity functions [15]. For instance, the authors of [16] propose a
security orchestrator implemented based on the NFV MANO2

architecture to deploy network security functions in front of
the considered resources. It is centered on access control rules
that are specified using an orchestration language extension.
Audit approaches such as [17], [18] aim at evaluating cloud
service providers before the migration of resources, and then
during the operation of resources. Evidence may typically
be collected from the cloud service providers, in order to
determine the level of trust with respect to the infrastructure
of a given provider, and its capability to comply with the
expected security policy. In addition, approaches such as [19]
consider formal verification methods applied to security chains
that are built from different security functions, such as intru-
sion detection systems, firewalls, and data leakage prevention
mechanisms. The objective is to synthesize automatically
security chains by analyzing the network traffic of resources
and inferring behavioral models, and to detect any potential
inconsistencies and redundancies that may occur in the rules
of given security chains, through the exploitation of model
checking techniques. However, they do not take into account
the internal configuration of resources.

In order to reinforce the security of cloud resources, several
approaches have focused on trust features for cloud infras-
tructures, in particular considering the virtualization systems
used in these environments. Trusted computing technologies
provide hardware and software support for secure storage and
software integrity protection. Paired with encryption mecha-
nisms, it aims at guaranteeing a trusted environment during the
interactions with other infrastructures, such as the interactions
required by the migration of cloud resources. For instance,
the authors of [20] introduce a remote attestation protocol
specifically designed for supporting the interactions amongst a
federation of cloud infrastructures. The migration of resources
are only allowed amongst infrastructures that are part of the
defined federation. In the same manner, the authors of [21]
propose a solution to prevent the migration of virtual machines
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to untrusted platforms, without requiring a third party entity
to issue trust certificates. Complementary to these solutions,
our approach goes a step forward by leveraging the knowledge
provided by orchestration languages to support cloud resource
migrations, in order to prevent configuration vulnerabilities
that may occur even in fully trusted cloud environments.

III. SECURITY AUTOMATION APPROACH

We will now describe our security automation approach for
supporting the migration of cloud resources that may affect
cloud composite services. After overviewing the challenges
related to this automation, we will present the considered
framework, detail its main building blocks and illustrate its
operation based on a practical example.

A. Automation challenges

The migration of cloud composite services consists in
reallocating one or several resources of the considered services
from one cloud infrastructure to another cloud infrastructure
owned by the same cloud service provider, or by an alternative
one. It may be motivated by several resource optimization
strategies, such as load balancing amongst providers to im-
prove scalability, consolidation to maximize the efficient usage
of servers, or co-location to minimize the latency amongst
cloud infrastructures. These migrations are currently leveraged
by the advances on virtualization techniques, that increase their
performance at runtime, without requiring the instantiation of
a new cloud resource. Architectural patterns of cloud-native
applications, contrarily to monolithic applications, also con-
tribute to their flexible operations. However, these migrations
may introduce vulnerabilities, and therefore introduce new
security automation challenges with that respect. Figure 1
illustrates the case of a cloud composite service hosted over
three different cloud service providers, noted csp1, csp2, and
csp3. This composite service is built from a set of elementary
resources, noted ci, and represented by orange nodes with a
continuous border. For instance, the resources c5 to c9 are
deployed over the second cloud service provider csp2. Let
consider that the cloud resource c9, that may typically stand
for a micro-service, undergoes a migration m1 (represented
by the black arrow) from the cloud provider csp2 to the cloud
provider csp3, motivated by performance considerations. The
resource after migration is represented by the orange node c′9
with a dotted border. The considered migration supposes a
contextual change for the resource, that may increase its
exposure to security attacks, and may imply dedicated counter-
measures, such as the exogeneous security functions, repre-
sented by nodes f1 and f2, and corresponding here to firewalls.
In that context, security automation is required to support the
migration of such a resource in cloud composite services.
Amongst the main challenges related to this automation, it
should first take benefits from the specification of cloud com-
posite services, in particular the orchestration language, that
provides important knowledge on the context of the migrated
resource, but also on the dependencies that may exist amongst
the migrated resource and the other resources that compose
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Fig. 1: Illustrative example of security automation for supporting the
migration of a resource, noted c9, in a cloud composite service, using
two exogenous security functions, noted f1 and f2

the service. The changes affecting the resource may impact
the security of the whole composite service. Second, this au-
tomation should exploit the knowledge sources corresponding
to vulnerability descriptions, in order to automatically assess
the resource configuration and identify potential configura-
tion vulnerabilities with their severity. Third, it should take
into account both the endogenous mechanisms that may be
available for the considered resource (such as an update of
the resource), and the exogenous mechanisms that may be
supported by cloud service providers, in order to reduce the
attack surface.

B. Security framework for cloud migration

In order to address these automation challenges, we have
designed a security framework for supporting resource mi-
grations in cloud composite services. The different building
blocks of this framework and their interactions are illustrated
on Figure 2. The framework is triggered when a resource of
the composite service undergoes a migration. This composite
service, represented on the top of the figure, is orchestrated
using the TOSCA orchestration language, which describes its
elementary resources as well as their relationships. Concretely
speaking, the TOSCA language specifies a cloud service as
a TOSCA topology which defines a set of TOSCA nodes
(e.g. a web micro-service node) that are interconnected by
a set of TOSCA relationships (e.g. the interconnection to a
MySQL database node). An extract of such a TOSCA specifi-
cation with different nodes (in orange color) and relationships
(in blue color) is detailed in Figure 3, corresponding to a high-
level representation without versions and parameters. As pre-
viously mentioned, the TOSCA language is both open-source
and characterized by a high expressivity to support flexible
and interoperable applications. Our framework also relies on
complementary knowledge sources serving as inputs, namely
vulnerability descriptions, that specify vulnerable configura-
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Fig. 2: Main building blocks of the considered security framework for cloud migration

tions using the Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language
(OVAL) [22], and security function descriptions that reuse the
same specification to define the counter-measures that can be
applied on the cloud resource in an endogenous or exogenous
manner. The OVAL language, part of the Security Content
Automation Protocol (SCAP) [23] developed by NIST, has
become the de-facto standard for describing configuration
vulnerabilities in a machine readable manner. Complementing
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) definitions that
only provide literal descriptions, it specifies each vulnerability
as a logical combination of tests/conditions that if observed
on the target system, the security problem described by such
vulnerability is present on that system. Each OVAL definition
corresponds to a criterion that logically combines a set of
OVAL tests. Each OVAL test in turn examines an OVAL object
(e.g. an Apache Tomcat web server) looking for a specific
OVAL state (e.g. a given version for this server). Components
found in the system matching the OVAL object are called
OVAL items. These items are compared against the specified
OVAL state in order to build the OVAL test result. The overall
result for the criterion specified in the OVAL definition are
built using the results of each referenced OVAL test.

Our framework is structured into three main building blocks.
The first one stands for the projection of the migrated resource.
The objective is to determine the new configuration of the
migrated resource, as well as the other impacted resources
using the specification of the cloud composite service. This
projection is performed prior to the effective migration, in
order to prevent the occurrence of vulnerable configurations
that may expose the composite service to security attacks.
The analysis of dependencies permits to identify the other

resources that may be impacted by the migration, consid-
ering the TOSCA specification. The second building block
corresponds to the assessment of the resource configuration
based on vulnerability descriptions. The analysis relies on the
projection of the migrated resource. It permits to compare the
resource configuration expected after the migration to a given
set of vulnerability descriptions, and to determine whether
the projection matches one or several of the specified vul-
nerable configurations. The severity of vulnerabilities can also
be determined based on the Common Vulnerability Scoring
System (CVSS) associated to OVAL vulnerability descriptions,
and providing a quantification of the ease and impact of
exploits. The third building block corresponds to the selection
of counter-measures. It only applies when the assessment
block has identified a vulnerable configuration. In that case,
the objective is to select adequate security functions to prevent
the occurrence of the vulnerability when the migration is
effective. The considered counter-measures include security
functions that are provided by the cloud service providers, or
that can directly be executed on the resource itself. We have
formalized the underlying security automation using SMT
solving to assess the resource configuration and determine
adequate counter-measures. In particular, the two last building
blocks exploit a SMT solver, namely the CVC4 solver, as
a back-end service. According to recent benchmarking on
opensource solvers [24], the CVC4 solver provides better
overall performance than other SMT solvers, such as Z3 or
VeriT.

C. Operation through an illustrative example

Let us consider a concrete example with an e-commerce
cloud composite service involving a set of micro-services and



Fig. 3: Extract of a TOSCA topology specification describing a cloud
service composed of different nodes and relationships (high-level
representation without versions and parameters)

backend databases, orchestrated with the TOSCA language.
This composite service integrates a micro-service resource
(corresponding to the c9 node), implemented in the form of a
web application built with the Struts open source framework,
that extends the Java Servlet API. The micro-service interacts
with other micro-services and backend MySQL databases,
corresponding to nodes c1 and c6 on Figure 1. It is deployed
over an Apache Tomcat web server 9.0.29 running on top of
a virtualized Windows Server 2019 instance. Due to perfor-
mance optimization, the micro-service undergoes a migration
to a new cloud service provider, that offers the same version
of the operating system, but supports the version 9.0.18 of
the Apache Tomcat server, as well as the version 2.3.31 of
the Struts framework. Our security framework first established
the projection of the migrated resource, by considering the
new versions of these resources. It then initiates an assessment
of the projected resource configuration based on vulnerability
descriptions. This assessment is automatically performed by
translating the projected configuration and the vulnerability
descriptions in the form of first-order logic expressions, that
are then interpreted by the CVC4 solver to identify potential
matches. It detects one configuration vulnerability referring to
CVE-2017-5638 for the cloud resource, and due to the new
Struts framework version. This vulnerability can be exploited
to perform remote code execution, by allowing a remote
attacker to inject operating system commands into the web
application through the content-type header. As the configu-
ration is identified as vulnerable, the security framework then
executes the selection of counter-measures, formalized as a
satisfiability issue, to determine which corrective operations
are possible, using again the SMT solver. Based on the secu-
rity function descriptions, it identifies two potential counter-
measures to address the considered vulnerability. The first one
is endogenous, and corresponds to the execution of a software

patch which updates the version of the Struts framework
to version 2.5.26, while the second one is exogenous and
corresponds to the activation of a web application firewall
(WAF) with specific rules. As the cloud service provider does
not allow clients to modify its WAF rules, a software patch is
finally executed on the considered resource to update the Struts
framework, and prevent the occurrence of the vulnerability
before the migration is performed.

IV. AUTOMATION BASED ON SMT SOLVING

In order to support this framework, we formalize the under-
lying security automation based on SMT solving. The assess-
ment of the migrated resource, and the selection of security
functions to be applied, is modeled as a satisfiability problem.
We consider a cloud service composed of C = {c1, c2, . . . }
standing for the set of resources (also called components).
Each component ci, such as a Struts micro-service, is in turn
characterized by a set of properties P = {p1, p2, . . . } that can
be seen as unary predicates pi(c) defined for the considered
component and its environment. For instance, a predicate can
relate to the version of the Struts framework. These predicates
permit to define the properties that the component possesses,
as well as to specify the properties to be observed for the
configuration assessment. We then introduce S = {s1, s2, . . . }
the set of component states describing in a compact manner
a set of properties required to be observed over a cloud
component, which can be defined as follows:

1) if pi ∈ P , then pi ∈ S with i ∈ N
2) if α, β ∈ S, then (α � β) ∈ S with � ∈ {∧,∨}
3) if α ∈ S, then (¬α) ∈ S.

In the meantime, the function state : C → S takes a cloud
component c ∈ C as input and returns its current state s ∈ S.
For instance, state(ci) can provide the different properties
related to the Struts micro-service, such as the versions of
the Struts framework and of the Apache Tomcat webserver.

A. Assessment of the migrated resource

The migration of the component ci from a cloud service
provider cspi to another cloud service provider cspj may
lead to new configuration vulnerabilities. We introduce the
following definitions related to the migration:
• M = {m1,m2, . . . } denotes the set of migrations that

can be applied over a cloud composite service during its
operation, they may concern one or several components
ci of the given composite service.

• impact : M → S ≡ function that takes a migration
m ∈M as input and returns a state s ∈ S that projects the
affected characteristics corresponding to the migration,
independently from the considered component.

• Π : S × S → S ≡ function that takes a projected state
s1 ∈ S together with a component state s2 ∈ S as inputs
and returns s2 updated with the properties of s1.

• migrate : C × M → S ≡ function that corresponds
to a migration m ∈M applied on a component c ∈ C,



and that returns the state of the component c after the
operation of the given migration.

The assessment of the migrated resource is performed based
on a set of vulnerability descriptions V = {v1, v2, . . . , vm}.
For instance, one of these descriptions refers to the CVE-
2017-5638 presented in the illustrative example. As each
vulnerability description can be specified as a logical formula
corresponding to a state s ∈ S, the vulnerability dataset
can be seen as a disjunction of logical formulas given by
φ = v1 ∨ v2 . . . ∨ vn =

∨
(vi) with vi ∈ V . Consid-

ering these definitions, we specify an assessment function
Φ : S → Boolean that determines if a component c ∈ C
is vulnerable under V , meaning that the assessment of φ
over the state of c is true. As a consequence, we assess the
projection of the migrated resource under V using Equation 1,
where the projection is obtained with the Π function applied
to impact(mi) and state(c).

Φ(Π(impact(mi), state(c)))withmi ∈M, c ∈ C (1)

Depending on the results of this assessment, the resource
migration can be effectively performed on the cloud composite
service using the migrate(c,m) function.

B. Selection of counter-measures

When vulnerabilities are identified, the security framework
initiates the selection of counter-measures. We consider F =
Fex ∪ Fen = {f1, f2, . . . }, the set of available security
functions, with Fen and Fex standing respectively for the
endogenous and exogenous ones. For instance, the web ap-
plication firewall used to protect the Struts micro-service is
specified as an exogenous security function f ∈ Fex. We then
consider the following definitions to support the selection:

• future : F → S ≡ function that takes a subset of
security functions F ′ ⊂ F as input and returns a state
s ∈ S that projects the affected characteristics after the
application of the considered security functions.

• activate : F × C → S ≡ function that corresponds to
the effective application of security functions F ′ ⊂ F on
the component c and returns the new component state.

We then exploit the assessment function Φ to support
the selection of counter-measures using Equation 2, where
Π(impact(mi), state(c)) provides the resource projection af-
ter migration, and the Π function is used a second time on this
projection to assess the resource state after the application of
the security functions using future(F ′).

Φ(Π(future(F ′),Π(impact(mi), state(c))))

mi ∈M,F ′ ⊂ F, c ∈ C
(2)

Once the security functions are properly selected by the secu-
rity framework, their application can be effectively performed
using the activate(F ′, c) function over the cloud composite
service, in a proactive or reactive manner.

Fig. 4: Distribution of properties specified by vulnerability descrip-
tions for each considered vulnerability database

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have then evaluated the performance of the proposed
security framework through extensive series of experiments. In
that context, we have developed a proof-of-concept prototype
written in Python, which supports the different blocks of the
framework, and is built on top of the open-source CVC4
SMT solver. The prototype internally generates a SMT-LIB
(Satisfiability Modulo Theories LIBrary) specification, which
can also be interpreted by other SMT solvers, such as Z3
and VeriT. We have performed the experiments over a reg-
ular laptop equipped with a 2Ghz Intel Core i5 processor
and 8GB of RAM memory. We have considered a simple
TOSCA specification, and have used vulnerability descriptions
coming from the official OVAL repository, considering the
specifications for various operating systems corresponding to
the largest datasets, namely CentOS Linux, RedHat Enterprise
Linux and Microsoft Windows with different versions. The
same OVAL formalism is exploited for defining the tests
that are used to characterize the configuration states and
their properties, and for specifying the description of security
functions that are applicable for the cloud resource, such as the
application of patches or the activation of a web application
firewall with specific security rules. Selecting a cloud service
provider amongst multiple ones is a challenge in itself, and is
considered as out of the scope of this paper.

A. Distribution of vulnerability properties

In a first preliminary series of experiments, we were in-
terested in assessing the distribution of properties (or tests)
amongst the considered vulnerability descriptions, each OVAL
test being associated to a given property. The objective was
to quantify the redundancy of tests that are used to evaluate
properties for the vulnerability datasets. For that, we have
analyzed the OVAL datasets for the different operating sys-
tems, and measured the occurrence of tests for each of them.



Fig. 5: Translation time of vulnerability descriptions into logical
specifications for each considered vulnerability dataset

Figure 4 describes this distribution per operating system, with
the horizontal axis indicating the system and its version, and
the vertical axis corresponding to the number of properties.
We considered five different occurrence categories using a
logarithmic scale, with tests that are present respectively once,
up to 10, up to 100, up to 1000, and up to 10000 times in a
vulnerability dataset. We have observed that a large proportion
of tests (or properties) are present between 2 and 10 times,
representing on average 44,15% for the different datasets. The
other highest categories are less significant with around 8,22%
of tests that occur between 11 and 100 times, and less than
1% on average for tests occurring up to 1000 and 10000
times. The distributions are relatively homogeneous amongst
operating systems, with the highest values of occurrences
being observed with the Microsoft Windows operating system.
This distribution analysis shows that more than half of the tests
or properties (around 53% on average) occur more than once
in the different datasets, arguing in favor of our solution based
on SMT solving, which is usually efficient in simplifying such
satisfiability problems with redundant constraints.

B. Performance of migrated resource assessment

In next series of experiments, we wanted to quantify the
time required for translating the vulnerability descriptions
into logical specifications, and for assessing the projection
of the cloud migrated resource with respect to the different
vulnerability datasets. Figure 5 describes the time required by
the security framework to automatically translate a vulnera-
bility dataset V into a logical specification with a conjunctive
normal form that is then directly interpretable by the SMT
solver. Our framework generates a conjunctive normal form
by construct, in order to prevent any additional pre-processing
to be performed by the solver afterwards. The figure details
the translation time for each operating system dataset, with
regard to the number of vulnerabilities and properties. We can

Fig. 6: Evaluation time for assessing the projection of the migrated
cloud resource with respect to each considered dataset

observe that this translation time remains below 225 seconds,
corresponding to the largest dataset with Microsoft Windows
2012R2. It is mainly dependent on the number of properties,
which relates itself to the number of vulnerability descriptions.

In the meantime, Figure 6 depicts the evaluation time
required for assessing the projection of the migrated resource
with respect to a given vulnerability dataset. The time includes
the interpretation of the SMT-LIB specification together with
the solving of the satisfiability issue. We can observe a linear
behavior with respect to the number of tests (or properties).
The minimal evaluation time has been obtained with RedHat
Entreprise Linux 5, corresponding to the smallest dataset,
while the maximal time corresponds again to Microsoft Win-
dows 2012R2, which is the largest dataset. The evaluation
time is clearly smaller than the translation time, and is kept
under 1,6 seconds for all the vulnerability datasets, confirming
the feasibility of our approach. The translation activity should
rather be performed proactively, as soon as the publication of
new vulnerability descriptions.

C. Performance of counter-measure selection

In a last series of experiments, we wanted to quantify
the assessment time required for selecting a given security
function (or a set of security functions). In particular, we have
looked at the frequency of the properties that are impacted
by a given security function, and how it influences the as-
sessment time to determine whether the new configuration
of the migrated resource is vulnerable or not with regard to
this security function. In that context, we have considered
three different scenarios, corresponding to security functions
that impact respectively the most frequent properties (high
scenario), the less frequent properties (low scenario), and
properties with an averaged frequency (medium scenario) in
the considered vulnerability datasets, as illustrated on Figure 7
describing the assessment time for selecting a security function



Fig. 7: Evaluation time for selecting a security function depending
on the frequency of impacted properties

with the different vulnerability datasets. These scenarios have
been chosen to guarantee an homogeneous distribution of
considered properties, amongst the less frequent, moderately
frequent and most frequent categories. We expected that the
security functions corresponding to the scenario with the
highest frequencies provides the best assessment time for
selecting security functions, which was indeed the case in
our experiments performed with the different vulnerability
datasets, by considering various cloud resource migrations. In
addition, we can observe the influence of the dataset size. In
particular, the differences amongst the three scenarios are the
highest for the largest datasets with regard to the evaluation
time. For instance, this difference is of less than 8% for
the smallest vulnerability datasets, while it reaches around
15% for the largest vulnerability datasets. The selection of
security functions might therefore be prioritized with respect
to the frequency of properties that are impacted by such
functions, in addition to other performance criteria, such as
the cost induced by a given security function provided by a
cloud provider. Considering the modeling and results presented
in [25] on live migration times with a virtual machine of
1024 MB and different migration link speeds (from 100 Mbps
to 10 Gbps), we quantified the average overhead for both
the assessment and selection phases in comparison to these
different baseline scenarios. While using a regular laptop, we
observed overheads of less than 10%, as shown in Table I
which depicts on average the migration times and overheads.
This means that the time required for assessing a migrated
resource and selecting the countermeasures has a low impact
on the overall time for performing the live migration.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The large-scale deployment of cloud composite services
has been leveraged by the growing maturity of orchestration
languages. The advances on virtualization techniques facilitate

TABLE I: Assessment and selection overhead considering different
live migration baseline scenarios with a 1024 MB virtual machine

Migr. Link Migr. Time Assess. Overhead Select. Overhead
100 Mbps 277,2s 0,25% 0,30%

1 Gbps 31,6s 2,14% 2,56%
10 Gbps 7,7s 8,22% 9,74%

the migration of resources that compose these services, but
such changes may also introduce new vulnerabilities and
increase the exposure to attacks. In that context, we have
proposed a SMT-based security framework for automatically
supporting the migration of resources in cloud composite
services. It bridges the gap between the orchestration lan-
guage that specifies the cloud composite services, and the
vulnerability descriptions that define the configuration states
that should be prevented for the migrated resource. We have
described the different building blocks of the framework
and their interactions. They operate according to three main
phases, namely the projection of the migrated resource, the
assessment of the corresponding configuration based on vul-
nerability datasets, and the selection of adequate security
functions when this configuration appears to be vulnerable.
We have shown the framework applicability based on an
illustrative example corresponding to a Struts micro-service,
part of a cloud composite service, undergoing a migration
amongst cloud service providers. This security automation
has been formalized using SMT solving, and implemented
into a proof-of-concept prototype written in Python on top
of the CVC4 solver. Finally, we have performed large series
of experiments based on existing vulnerability descriptions
coming from the official OVAL repository, and corresponding
to different operating systems. This enabling to evaluate the
benefits and limits of our proposed framework, with respect
to various aspects, such as the formalization into the SMT-
LIB format interpretable by the solver, the assessment time
of the projection of the migrated resource, and the automated
selection of security functions that can be both endogenous
or exogenous to the cloud resource. These different results
compared to live migration baseline scenarios confirm the
feasibility of our proposed solution.

As future work, we are interested in evaluating complemen-
tary criteria for supporting the selection of security functions,
including the different costs that are associated to their activa-
tion, such as the additional delays that they may introduce for
the operation of the considered services. We are also planning
to further investigate the extension of the TOSCA orchestration
language with respect to such resource migrations in cloud
composite services. In particular, we would like to evaluate
its usage for supporting the interactions with multiple cloud
providers based on a trusted third party.
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